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Introduction

Bicycle Facility Evaluation is an April 2012 report prepared for the Washington DC 
Department of Transportation by Kittelson & Associates, Inc. (Jamie Parks, AICP, Paul 
Ryus, PE, and Alison Tanaka), Portland State University (Chris Monsere, PE, PhD, 
Nathan McNeil, and Jennifer Dill, PhD) and Toole Design Group (William Schultheiss, 
PE). 
 
The report is found here:
https://ddot.dc.gov/page/bicycle-facility-evaluation

Critique

The investigators wrote:

"Innovative bicycle facilities were installed at three locations in Northwest D.C. and were 
designed to provide increased safety, comfort, and convenience for cyclists. Facilities 
include dedicated road space, signal control, and signs and pavement markings." 

Location 1:  16th Street NW / U Street NW / New Hampshire Avenue NW.

Entrance onto U Street from New Hampshire.
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The investigators wrote,

“Bicycle boxes, bicycles signals, and contra-flow bicycle lanes were installed at this six-
leg intersection to facilitate cyclist travel on New Hampshire Avenue.” 

“More bicycle crashes per year were observed at the intersection after installation of the 
bicycle facilities. There were 5 bicycle crashes at the intersection during the first 13 
months after implementation, compared to a total of 4 bicycle crashes during the previous 
4 years." 

Criticism 1: The collision rate more than quadrupled after the bicycle facilities were 
placed, going from an average of one a year to just under five a year (5 in 13 months). 

Location 2:  Pennsylvania Avenue NW from 3rd Street NW to 15th Street NW.

Pennsylvania Avenue at 4th Street

The investigators wrote,

“Buffered bicycle lanes were installed in the center median of Pennsylvania Avenue, with 
flexible bollards placed near intersections.” 

“The frequency of bicycle crashes experienced along Pennsylvania Avenue increased 
after the bicycle facilities were installed. There were 16 bicycle crashes on the corridor 
during the first 14 months after implementation, compared to a total of 9 bicycle crashes 
during the previous 4 years. This represents an increase in crash frequency, even when 
taking into account the observed tripling of cyclist volume on the corridor." 
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Criticism 2: Accounting for a tripling of bicyclist volume, bicyclist crash rate more than 
doubled, a 103% increase. If the often touted “Safety In Numbers” effect exists, it either 
didn’t work, or it did work to some extent but was overwhelmed by the danger created 
by the bicycle facility. Moreover, motor vehicle volumes had decreased 14.7 - 21.3 
percent, which would reduce bicyclist exposure and cause downward pressure on crash 
rate.

Location 3:  15th St NW from E Street NW/Pennsylvania Avenue NW to V St NW.

15th Street at S Street

The investigators wrote,

“A two-way cycle track was installed between the sidewalk and parked vehicles on 15th 
Street.” 

“Thirteen crashes involving cyclists occurred in the first 14 months after installation of 
the two-way cycle track, compared to 20 crashes over the 4 years prior to cycle track 
implementation. As cyclist volumes approximately doubled over this same time period, 
this represents no significant change in crashes per cyclist.”  

Criticism 3: The investigators claimed “...no significant change in crashes per cyclist,” but 
there was actually an 11% increase in crash rate. And again, since bicycling doubled 
“Safety In Numbers” either didn’t work or was overcome by the hazard created by the 
bicycle facility.
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In Facility Findings And Recommendations the investigators wrote,

“Overall, the analysis found that the bicycle treatments improved conditions for cycling 
without negatively impacting other modes in the vicinity of the investment.” 

Criticism 4: The authors initially wrote that:

"Innovative bicycle facilities were installed at three locations in Northwest D.C. and were 
designed to provide increased safety, comfort, and convenience for cyclists.” 

Apparently, bicyclist safety was a minor consideration of the evaluation. Much effort, 
planning, and money went into creating these bicycle facilities to provide increased 
safety, yet bicyclists’ crash rates greatly increased. The numbers of bicycle trips on 
these corridors greatly increased (it is unclear whether these are additional trips or trips 
displaced from other corridors), so any supposed "Safety in Numbers" effect — if it 
exists at all — wasn’t sufficient to counteract the danger effect of the newly installed 
bicycle facilities. 

Appendix  

16th Street NW / U street NW / New Hampshire Avenue NW intersection examination 
by John Allen.
http://iamtraffic.org/evaluation/the-six-way/

Pennsylvania Avenue by John Allen
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBaEzmbmrz4
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